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A strategy used to design novel high performance donor molecules for organic solar cells has been

proposed by using double overlapping wave bands for broad and intensive absorption based on three

types of high mobility building blocks, i.e., the multibranching electron-rich fragment (DF), the

different electron-excessive p-bridges (BF), and the proper electron-deficient fragment (AF). The

multibranched p-conjugated DF–(BFi)n donor fragment provides the strong and broad short and

middle wavelength p–p* absorption, while the anisotropic multibranched intramolecular charge

transfer between the DF–(BFi)n donor fragment and AFs favours the strong and broad middle and long

wavelength absorption. This concept is confirmed by the theoretical design of the planar X-shaped

(AF–BF1)2–DF–(BF2–AF)2 conjugated donor molecules constructed by benzo[1,2,-b : 4,5-b0]
dithiophene as the DF, bithiophene (BF1) and ethynyl-bithiophene (BF2) as anisotropic multiple BFs,

and cyano substituted thiadiazolo[3,4-c]pyridine as AFs versus proper perylene diimide derivatives, as

the acceptor material. Our theoretical results obtained with DFT and TD-DFT approaches for the

electronic and spectroscopic properties, as well as the reorganization energies, reveal that the designed

molecules are highly promising candidates towards high performance solar cell materials (i.e.,

exhibiting a strong and broad spectroscopic absorption, high charge carrier mobility, and possessing

a narrow energy gap as well as appropriate FMO energy levels versus specific acceptors).
1. Introduction

The interest in using small molecule semiconductors in organic

solar cells based on a p-type semiconductor as a donor and an

n-type semiconductor as an acceptor, has increased in recent

years because of several key advantages, such as the mono-

dispersity, and the ease of obtaining them in high purity,

stability, and with reproducible properties.1,2 The ideal donor

should feature a low energy gap, strong and broad absorption

covering the whole visible and near-infrared (NIR) region of the

solar spectrum, high charge carrier mobility, and possess

appropriate highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy levels.3,4

Herein we propose a strategy to design novel donor molecules:

using double overlapping wave bands for broad and intensive

absorption in the visible and NIR region of solar spectrum based

on three types of high mobility building blocks, i.e., the multi-

branching electron-rich fragment5,6 (DF), the different typical

electron-excessive p-bridges7,8 (BF), and the electron-deficient
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fragment (AF).
9,10 The overlapping absorption spectrum of

designed donor can be assigned by the p–p* absorption band

covering the short andmiddle (SM) wavelength region and push–

pull anisotropic intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) absorption

bands between DF, BF, and AF subunits covering the middle and

long (ML) wavelength region. This can be achieved by

judiciously constructing the anisotropic DF–(BFi–AF)n, where

i¼ 2–4, n$ 3, compounds with planar conformation (Scheme 1).

The multibranched p-conjugated DF–(BFi)n, which is considered

as the donor fragment in the molecule, provides the strong and

broad absorption at the SM wave band, while the anisotropic

multibranched ICT between the p-conjugated DF–(BFi)n donor

fragment and the AFs can exhibit strong and broad absorption11

at theML wave band. The consideration of this molecular design

is due to the following reasons: (1) the use of a highly extended

conjugated system12–14 not only lowers the optical energy gap but

also broadens the absorption spectrum; (2) the anisotropy of the

multibranched ICT originating from the use of different BFs

might lead to an extension of the spectral response; (3) the

electronic and optical properties of such compounds can be

easily tuned by judiciously varying the DF, BF, and/or AF; (4) the

planarity of the conjugated compound is also important in

obtaining a low energy gap4 and enhancing the efficiency of the

ICT; (5) the high charge transfer mobility of each building block
J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 11159–11166 | 11159
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Scheme 1 Schematic molecular design of the anisotropic DF–(BFi–AF)n
i ¼ 2–4, n $ 3, compounds and orbital energy levels of the donor and

acceptor material (L¼ LUMO, H¼HOMO) in a organic solar cell. Ed is

the energy difference between the LUMOof the donor and acceptor; Eg is

the HOMO–LUMO energy gap of the donor molecule; and Eb deter-

mines the maximum open circuit voltage of the organic solar cell.
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favors target compounds exhibiting better mobility. Addition-

ally, the building blocks (DF, BF, and AF) in the designed

molecules contribute to the good geometrical-adjustment ability,

which might favor the low reorganization energies corresponding

to a higher charge mobility of target molecules.

The choice of appropriate building blocks is one of the key

factors to design suitable molecules as donor materials. Gener-

ally, the following issues should be considered. (1) The DF should

possess multiple substitution sites, intensive absorption features,

and good charge carrier mobility. The benzo[1,2,-b : 4,5-b0]
dithiophene (BDT)5,6 is a good candidate, where the fused

benzene associated with the dithiophene rings provides the

multiple-p-conjugated branches. (2) Different electron-excessive

p-conjugated chains (e.g., bithiophene and/or ethynyl-bithio-

phene) can be simultaneously used in a single molecule to serve as

BFs, which can act both as partial donor fragments in conjuga-

tion with DF and the anisotropic routes for electronic transitions.

Additionally, the introduction of a triple bond15 might result in

the red-shift of absorption bands and enhances the charge carrier

mobility by providing planar conformation. (3) To enhance the

DF–AF interaction, lower the HOMO–LUMO energy gap

(Scheme 1), and further strengthen and broaden the absorption,

a strong AF and short BF
8 are preferred.

To test this strategy for the design of the donor materials, we

present the theoretical design of molecules with an X-shaped

(AF–BF1)2–DF–(BF2–AF)2 architecture, where the DF is BDT,

BF1 and BF2 are bithiophene and ethynyl-bithiophene, respec-

tively, for the ease of synthesis. The proper AFs for these mole-

cules are selected as follows: first, we performed quantum

calculations on isolated BDT, BF12–DF–BF22, and six AFs

involving 1,3,5-triazine10 and benzothiadiazole9 (Fig. 1) to

determine their orbital energy levels. Then, on the basis of these

initial calculations of the individual fragments, suitable combi-

nations of donor and acceptor moieties can be selected for the

further design of organic donor candidates.
11160 | J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 11159–11166
In addition, we selected various perylene diimide deriva-

tives16–19 (PDIs, see Scheme 2), as potential acceptors, versus the

designed molecules as donors for the organic solar cell materials.

Though computational results can provide insight for the

material design, to the best of our knowledge, no theoretical

work devoted to predicting the match between the donor and the

acceptor materials has been reported so far. Herein, we also

present an easy quantum chemical method to investigate the

match between the designed donor and acceptor materials in

terms of the HOMO and LUMO energy levels as a complemen-

tary approach for further experimental research.
2. Methodology

2.1. Computational details

The 6-31G(d) split valence polarized basis set was used

throughout because it has been tested extensively and has been

shown to yield reliable results for geometries and electronic

properties of organic semiconducting materials.20–25 The

PBE1PBE26,27 (also called PBE0) has been recognized to provide

reliable predictions and interpretations of the molecular geom-

etries, electronic properties, and optical properties of organic

compounds bearing sulfur atoms.28–33 To check the consistency

of our calculation, preliminary density functional theory (DFT)

and time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) calcu-

lations were performed on BDT and the results were compared

with available experimental data. Besides PBE0, the results of

B3LYP34–36 and B3P8637 have also been compared with PBE0.

According to our calculation, the most suitable method was

found to be PBE0, which provided the accurate structure (the

observed deviation from the X-ray data38 is less than 0.031 �A in

bond length and less than 1� in bond angles, Table S1†) and gave

a reasonable estimate of the maximum absorption wavelength

(349 vs. 347 nm,39 Table S2†) compared with other methods.

The geometry optimizations were performed for the neutral,

and ionic forms of the designed molecules at the PBE0/6-31G(d)

level. No symmetry constraints were imposed during the geom-

etry optimization. The isomers of the molecules under study were

considered and the molecular geometries with the lowest energy

were chosen. The ions were treated as open-shell systems using

the unrestricted formalism (UPBE0/6-31G(d)). Following each

optimization, the vibrational frequencies were obtained at the

same level and the results showed that there was no imaginary

frequency. On the basis of the optimized geometries, the elec-

tronic absorption spectra were systematically investigated by the

TD-DFT method. The absorption spectra were simulated with

a Gaussian-type curve and the full-width at half-maximum value

used for the simulated spectra was 3000 cm�1. Although there are

some limitations in the TD-DFT calculations, mainly due to

approximations in the exchange correlation functional, the

performances are reasonably good.40 In combination with the

preliminary results obtained with BDT, reliable results could be

reasonably obtained for the designed molecules. Finally, reor-

ganization energies of the two designed donors and the selected

acceptors were obtained from the single point energies at the

B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level based on the PBE0/6-31G(d) optimized

neutral, cationic and anionic geometries. All calculations were

carried out with the aid of the Gaussian 09 program package.41
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 1 Orbital energy levels of the HOMO and LUMO of BDT, BF12–DF–BF22, and the six AFs (H ¼ HOMO, L ¼ LUMO).

Scheme 2 Chemical structures of the two designed donors (X1 and X2),

and the acceptors (PDIs).
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On the basis of the hopping model,42 the charge transport

mobility can be dominated by the reorganization energy, which is

decomposed into internal (intramolecular) and external (inter-

molecular) contributions. The former corresponds to the geom-

etry relaxation upon going from the neutral state geometry to the

charged state geometry, and the later arises from the changes in

the electronic and nuclear surrounding medium upon charge

transfer.43 We considered only the intramolecular reorganization

energy (l) here, as the nuclear polarization contributions are

expected to be significantly smaller.43,44 The respective intra-

molecular reorganization energy l (le/lh for electron/hole) could

be obtained from an electronic structure as follows:45,46
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
l� ¼ [E�
0 � E�] + [E0� � E0]

Where, the E�
0 is the energy of the charged state corresponding

to the neutral molecule. Similarly, E0� is the energy of the neutral

state related to the optimized cationic/anionic structure. E� and

E0 are the energies of the optimized charged and neutral mole-

cules, respectively.
2.2. The choice of electron-deficient fragments (AFs)

As shown in Fig. 1 and Table S3†, we first investigated the

HOMO and LUMO energy levels of the individual building

blocks, i.e., BDT, BF12–DF–BF22, and six AFs, to screen the

promising electron-donor fragment pairs for the design of the

target donor materials for organic solar cells. As expected,

the HOMO–LUMO energy gap decreases due to the introduc-

tion of four BFs onto BDT, by extending the p-conjugation. At

the same time, BF12–DF–BF22 is confirmed as the donor fragment

by its higher HOMO and LUMO energy levels compared to AFs.

On the other hand, the LUMOs of the six AFs increase in the

order of AF1, AF2 < AF3, AF4 < AF5 < AF6, thereby, the elec-

tron-withdrawing strength decreases from AF1, AF2, AF3, AF4,

AF5 to AF6. These results indicate that the cyano (CN) substit-

uent significantly enhances the electron-withdrawing ability of

AF. Our calculated results are also in good agreement with

a previous experimental study on the low-bandgap polymers,47

whereby the benzene ring in benzothiadiazole substituted by

a pyridine ring favors a stronger AF.

Although all six AFs have lower HOMOs than BF12–DF–BF22,

only AF1 and AF2 possess much lower LUMOs than BF12–DF–

BF22, as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, only the two stronger AFs

(AF1 and AF2) are ideal AF units for BF12–DF–BF22 donor

fragment to construct the candidates for donors in organic solar

cells. Hence, two isomeric X-shaped (AF–BF1)2–DF–(BF2–AF)2
conjugated molecules (abbreviated as X1 and X2) were con-

structed (Scheme 2). For comparison, we also investigated BF12–

DF–BF22 and the related derivatives based on AF3–6.
J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 11159–11166 | 11161
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Fig. 3 Simulated absorption spectra of X1, X2, and PDI8 at the

TD-PBE0/6-31G(d) level compared with the Solar Flux for AM 1.5G.
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3. Results and discussion

The optimized structures for X1, X2, and BF12–DF–BF22 are

found to be planar conformations, as expected (Fig. 2 and

Fig. S1†).

3.1. Absorption properties

As expected, both X1 and X2 exhibit superior absorption

properties when compared with the related derivatives based on

AF3–6 (Fig. S2a†). The excitation energies increase along with

the decrease in the electron-withdrawing strength of the AFs. For

example, the first excitation energies for X1 and X2 slightly

increase from 1.67 to 1.71 eV (Table S4†). These low excitation

energies confirm that two low energy gap conjugated molecules

are successfully obtained by using the strategy proposed in this

work. The absorption spectra of both X1 and X2 display two

distinct intense and broad absorption bands at SM and ML

wavelengths, respectively (Fig. 3). Such strong and broad

absorption in the whole visible and NIR region of the solar

spectrum is unusual for organic conjugated small molecules,

which suggests that these two designed molecules are promising

candidates for use as donors in organic solar cells. Inspection of

the absorption spectra of X1, X2, and BF12–DF–BF22 (Fig. S2b†)

reveals that the introduction of AFs onto the BF12–DF–BF22
donor fragment in X1 or X2 leads to an additional long wave-

length absorption band. Furthermore, BF12–DF–BF22 donor

fragments may contribute to the SM wavelength absorption

bands for both X1 and X2; and the middle wavelength region

might be ascribed to both the absorption of the BF12–DF–BF22
donor fragment and partial ICT from BF12–DF–BF22 donor

fragment to AFs.

To elucidate the origin of spectra of X1, X2, and BF12–DF–

BF22, the frontier molecular orbitals (FMOs) have been analyzed

(Fig. 4–5 and Fig. S3†). The MOs of all the compounds have an

overall p character. For each MO, the contributions from BF1s

and BF2s are different, e.g., the contribution from BF2 to the

LUMO of X2 is 20%, while from BF1 is 10% (Fig. 4 and Table

S6†), which confirms that the use of different BFs provides

anisotropic routes for electronic transitions. The calculated MOs
Fig. 2 The optimized structures of X1 (left) and X2 (right). (C, S, H, an

11162 | J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 11159–11166
distribution patterns of X1 and X2 are similar. The HOMOs,

HOMO � 1s, HOMO � 2s, and HOMO � 3s are widely local-

ized on the BF12–DF–BF22 donor fragments. Furthermore, the

HOMOs of X1 and X2 (�5.66 and �5.65 eV, see Table S7†) are

close in energy. The LUMOs are distributed mainly over the AFs,

with some contributions from BF1s and BF2s, while the LUMO

+ 1s are predominately located on the AFs. The LUMO + 2s

basically contribute from AFs attached on the BF2s and the

thiophene rings adjacent to them in BF2s with less contribution

from AFs attached on the BF1s. While, the LUMO + 3s mainly

focus on AFs attached on the BF1s and extend further on thio-

phene rings adjacent to them in BF1s with less distribution on

AFs attached onto BF2. In the cases of LUMO + 4s and LUMO

+ 5s, the orbitals are strongly delocalized on the BF12–DF–BF22
donor fragments with little involvement of the AFs. Interestingly,

the careful inspection of Fig. S3† suggests that the HOMOs,

HOMO � 1s, LUMO + 4s and LUMO + 5s for X1 and X2

mainly correspond to the HOMO � 1, HOMO, LUMO and

LUMO + 1 of the BF12–DF–BF22, respectively. It is also worthy

to highlight that the contributions from the AFs in the
d N atoms are shown in gray, yellow, white, and blue, respectively).

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 4 Total and partial density of states around the HOMO and

LUMO of X2.

Fig. 5 Electron density plots of the FMOs of X2 (H ¼ HOMO, L ¼
LUMO); arrows indicate main configuration of the main electronic

excitations. The colour of the arrow represents the corresponding

absorption region.
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unoccupied molecular orbitals slightly decreases from X1 to X2

along with the slight decrease in the electron-withdrawing

strength of the AFs (Table S6†). Consequently, the LUMO of X2

(�3.63 eV, see Table S7†) is slightly higher in energy than that of

X1 (�3.66 eV, see Table S7†). X1 therefore exhibits a slightly

reduced HOMO–LUMO energy gap (2.00 vs. 2.02 eV for X1 and

X2, respectively, see Table S7†) which is in good accordance with

their relative sequence of first excitation energies as discussed

above, and a slight bathochromic in the maximum absorption of

X1 (732 nm, see Table S4†) with respect to X2 (725 nm, see Table

S4†).

To clarify the electronic transition nature for absorptions in

different regions of the two designed molecules, the absorption

spectrum of X2 is analyzed as a representative in terms of the

relevant absorption wavelength (lab), the main transition

configurations as well as the oscillator strength (f) (Table S4†).

For X2, the ML region consists of four absorptions peaking at
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
725, 675, 598, and 562 nm, with f values of 1.142, 1.203, 2.052,

and 0.496, respectively. This ML wavelength absorption band is

assigned as the push–pull anisotropic ICT band because of the

nature from HOMO to LUMO, HOMO to LUMO + 1, HOMO

� 1 to LUMO, and HOMO � 1 to LUMO + 1, respectively. In

the SM region, there are three absorptions located at 453, 432

and 379 nm, with f values of 0.154, 0.914, and 0.268, respectively,

which correspond to the promotion of an electron from the

HOMO � 1 to LUMO + 4, HOMO to LUMO + 5, and HOMO

� 1 to LUMO + 5, respectively. Since the HOMO � 1, HOMO,

LUMO + 4 and LUMO + 5 mainly contribute from the BF12–

DF–BF22 fragment, these absorptions in the SM wavelength

region can therefore be defined as the p–p* absorption bands of

the BF12–DF–BF22 donor fragment in X2. The overlapping

region covering the range from 470 to 520 nm is composed of

three absorptions peaking at 519, 505, and 470 nm, with f values

of 0.426, 0.240, and 0.430, respectively. The one at 519 comes

from the coupling of electronic transitions of HOMO � 2 to

LUMO + 2 and HOMO to LUMO + 4. The remaining two

bands are mainly attributed to the transitions from HOMO

� 2 to LUMO+ 3, HOMO� 3 to LUMO+ 2. As a consequence,

these absorptions in this overlapping region actually originate

from the mixing of two types of electron transitions: the ICT

from the BF12–DF–BF22 donor fragment to the AFs and the p–p*

transition in the BF12–DF–BF22 donor fragment itself.
3.2. Match between the donor and acceptor material

For practical application in solar cell devices, it is crucial to

predict the match between the donor and acceptor in the form of

their HOMO and LUMO positions. Generally, the LUMO of

the donor must be positioned above the LUMO of the acceptor

by at least 0.2–0.3 eV3,9 to ensure the charge separation. For

simplicity, this energy difference is denoted as Ed (Scheme 1) in

this paper. The HOMO and LUMO energy levels of the donor

and acceptor components should have an optimal offset to

maximize the open-circuit voltage (Voc, see Scheme 1).2a The

predicted HOMO and LUMO energy levels for the donor and

acceptor candidates investigated in this paper are compared in

Fig. 6 and Table S7†, together with available experimental data.

PDI118 and PDI217 have been previously applied to the field-

effect transistor and photovoltaic devices. Here, it is worthy to

note that our calculated results for the HOMO and LUMO

energy levels are reasonably comparable with the available

experimental results (e.g., HOMO/LUMO: �6.81/�4.02 eV vs.

�6.04/�4.07 eV18 for PDI2). The Ed values between the two

designed donors and the two acceptors (PDI1 and PDI2) are in

the range of 0.34–0.39 eV, assuring that both PDI1 and PDI2 are

available acceptor materials versus the two designed donor

molecules, though their LUMOs can still be improved towards

the threshold Ed values.

With the aim to further enhance the match between the

acceptors and the two designed donors, a series of alternative

acceptor candidates are constructed by replacing substituents on

the diimide N atoms in PDI1 or PDI2 by different alkyl

substituents (Scheme 2). As expected, the HOMO and LUMO

energy levels vary with the size of the substituents. For deriva-

tives with the same type of substituents, the HOMOs and

LUMOs increase with an increase in the number of carbon atoms
J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 11159–11166 | 11163
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Fig. 6 Molecular orbital energy level diagrams of two designed donors and the potential acceptors at the PBE0/6-31G(d) level (H ¼ HOMO,

L ¼ LUMO).
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(PDI3 < PDI4 < PDI5; PDI6 < PDI9); for derivatives with

branched-alkyl substituents possessing the same total number of

carbon atoms, the larger number of the branches results in the

higher FMO energies (PDI5 < PDI6 and PDI7 < PDI8). These

results suggest that longer and more branched alkyl (bulkier)

substituents can cooperatively result in enhanced FMO energies.

All seven investigated PDIs acceptor candidates have proper

HOMOs which are lower than those of X1 and X2 by more than

1.0 eV. Meanwhile, the differences between the HOMOs of X1

and X2 and the LUMOs of PDI8 and PDI9 (1.68–1.72 eV) are

larger than those between the HOMOs of X1 and X2 and

LUMOs of the other PDIs (1.57–1.63 eV). These energy differ-

ences within the range of 1.68–1.72 eV are large enough to

provide high Voc for organic solar cells. Furthermore, the two

acceptor candidates (PDI8 and PDI9) have ideal LUMOs (�3.94

and�3.97 eV) whose deviation with those of the donor are in the

range from 0.28 to 0.34 eV. On the other hand, for PDI8, the

maximum absorption wavelength was obtained at 514 nm, which

agrees well with the available experimental result (522 nm17), and

that for PDI9 was predicted at 509 nm. (Table S4†) More

importantly, the absorption spectra of the donors and PDI8

nicely complement in the visible range of the solar spectrum

(Fig. 3), which in turn could further enhance the overlap of the

absorption of the active layer with the solar spectrum. This

further indicates that blending X1 or X2 with PDI8 may help in

generating a higher photocurrent in photovoltaic devices by

absorbing more sunlight. Thus, on the basis of electronic and

optical consideration, PDI8 appears to be the most promising

candidate as an acceptor versus two designed donors. For the

sake of device morphology,48,49 PDI9 which has bulkier alkyl

substituents, could be preferred for the use as an active compo-

nent in the bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells in conjugation

with the two designed donor materials.
3.3. Reorganization energies

The charge carrier mobility for the hole and electron and their

balance are key parameters for efficient photovoltaic devices.48–51

Generally, the lower the reorganization energy l values, the

better the charge carrier mobilities. ForX1,X2, PDI8, and PDI9,
11164 | J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 11159–11166
the calculated results predict lower lh values (in the range of

0.114–0.175 eV) than that of N,N0-diphenyl-N,N-bis(3-methl-

phenyl)-(1,10-biphenyl)-4,40-diamine (TPD, 0.290 eV)52 which is

a typical hole transport material, and lower le values (in the

range of 0.056–0.263 eV) in comparison with that for

tri(8-hydroxyquinolinato)aluminum(III) (Alq3, 0.276 eV)53 which

is a classical electron transport material (see Table S8†).

Accordingly, our results demonstrate that the two designed

donors possess good intrinsic charge carrier mobilities. Such an

observation confirms our prediction that high charge mobility

may be achieved for the target molecules by the combination of

various building blocks with excellent charge transporting

properties. Furthermore, the calculated low reorganization

energies for PDI8 and PDI9 are consistent with the good electron

mobility observed for the PDIs.17,18 The magnitudes of lh and le
are quite close for X1, X2, PDI8, and PDI9. Considering only the

activation energies for electron hopping, our data imply that all

of the components have good charge transfer balance properties.

The fact that the two designed molecules have low lh and le
values can be rationalized upon careful examination of the

geometric changes from the optimized neutral structures to the

optimized cationic/anionic structures. The two designed mole-

cules remain planar and only the C–N, C–C, N–S, and C–S bond

distances have minor changes (within 0.017 �A for both X1 and

X2, see Fig. 7) in different charge states. These small bond length

changes indicate that the two designed molecules have good

geometrical-adjustment ability. The relative geometry changes

between the cationic and neutral state occur mainly on the

central BF12–DF–BF2 fragment, while the geometry changes

between the anionic and the neutral state focus almost only on

the AFs (Fig. 7). Therefore, the origin of such geometric

relaxation character is believed to be the behavior of the novel

(AF–BF1)2–DF–(BF2–AF)2 constituents, which is the key factor

for the low reorganization energies for the two designed

molecules.
3.4. Stabilities

The molecular electronic potentials (MEP)43,54–57 are also studied

to evaluate the stability of the designed donor molecules, which is
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 7 Absolute values of the bond length differences between the neutral and ionic states for X1 (left) and X2 (right). Each figure is divided into two

parts by the blue dash line.
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one of the key material parameters for the practical application

in organic solar cells.48,58 In Fig. S4†, the MEP pattern for X1 is

similar to that of X2, and the slight difference is observed on the

S atoms in the thiophene rings, which are adjacent to the AFs.

Slightly more positive charges are displayed on the S atoms of X1

with respect toX2, indicating that X2may be slightly more stable

than X1.

4. Conclusions

We have proposed a simple strategy, using double overlapping

wave bands for broad and intensive absorption, to design novel

high performance donor molecules for solar cells based on three

types of high mobility building blocks, i.e., the multibranching

DF, the different BF, and the proper AF. The multibranched

p-conjugated DF–(BFi)n donor fragment provides the strong and

broad SM p–p* absorption, while the anisotropic multi-

branched ICT between the DF–(BFi)n donor fragment and AFs

favours for strong and broad ML absorption. With the theo-

retical design of the planar X-shaped (AF–BF1)2–DF–(BF2–AF)2
conjugated donor molecules (X1 and X2), bearing BDT as DF,

bithiophene (BF1) and ethynyl-bithiophene (BF2) as anisotropic

multiple BFs, and CN substituted thiadiazolo[3,4-c]pyridine

(AF1 or AF2) as the strong AFs, versus proper PDIs, PDI8 and/or

PDI9, as the acceptor material, this concept is well established.

The DFT and TD-DFT calculations demonstrated that both

donors exhibit strong and broad absorption, high charge carrier

mobilities, and possess narrow energy gaps as well as appropriate

FMO energy levels versus specific acceptors, PDIs, making them

promising candidates for photovoltaic applications. In addition,

to form the different domains for donor and acceptor molecules

in the BHJ solar cells effectively, PDI9 may be preferred as the

acceptor candidates toward the two designed donor molecules.
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